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Abstract: The article describes the design process carried out to deliver a tool for the virtual fruition
of the resources of the Puglia Regional Museum Directorate through multimedia content, within the
frame of the Vi.S.T.A. (Virtual and Social heritage Touring Application) project. Identifying the
virtual tour as the most suitable technology to achieve the promotion and exploitation needs of the
Directorate’s museums, the project envisages the realization of an integrated system, conceived as a
dedicated IT platform including a specific virtual touring section, for a selected pilot case. The article
focuses on the design study for the virtual tour interface and the selection of the most appropriate
functions for it, and describes the collaborative approach adopted. After the description of the project
objectives and context, the design study and the related methodology are presented. Then, the results
of the design activity are presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction

The Puglia Regional Museum Directorate in Southern Italy recently expressed, through the
Apulian Regional “Living Labs” platform, the need to offer its local and enlarged community specific
tools for the virtual fruition of its artistic, cultural and historical heritage. With specific reference to
sites not easily accessible either in economic and logistic terms, the Directorate has called upon the
research community to conceive and deliver technological innovations allowing not only the access,
through multimedia content and social-value features, to those assets, but also the interconnection
among visitors through functionalities typical of virtual social communities.

Among the proposals submitted to the call “Innolabs” to answer those needs, the project
“ViSTA—Virtual and Social Touring Application” (Project partners: Tecnosoft Srl (lead partner), System
Project Srl, Tinada Srl, CNR—ITC Bari, University of Foggia) was selected, aimed at the delivery
of an integrated technological system for the virtual and social touring of the Apulian artistic and
cultural heritage.

The main goals of the ViSTA project are the promotion and implementation of more inclusive
models of access to local cultural resources, by reducing the existing economic, architectural and
geographical barriers to the fruition of resources.

Another peculiar feature of the project is the active involvement of the client in the design phase
and of potential final users in the testing of technological solutions, in order to deliver tools that are as
close as possible to the users’ needs and preferences in terms of usability and content structuring.

The project focuses on the delivery of an integrated system conceived as a technological
platform with social touring and virtual touring sections; the latter has three components (Figure 1),
each navigable both inside the map and independently (having their own URL): (a) an interactive
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map with link to virtual tours, 3D models viewer and internal images viewer [1]; (b) a virtual tour,
containing 3D models viewer [2]; and (c) a 3D model viewer.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 29 

 

 

Figure 1. Virtual touring section overview: multimedia objects of museums in the map could be 
viewed in the map itself through their preview images and the associated applications (virtual tour, 
3D model viewer, image viewer); it is also possible to access directly the virtual tour and the 3D model 
viewer through their own URL. 

Our Institute is currently committed in the development of the “Virtual Touring” section of the 
ICT platform, illustrated in the result paragraph; Technosoft and System Project are developing the 
“Social Touring” section and will develop the user-testing phase. 

The article focuses on the design stage for the setting out of an innovative virtual tour interface; 
in the following section, the study context is introduced and the importance and strategic role that 
cultural tourism and dedicated tools play for the region are described. Then, the objectives, materials 
and methods for the design task are illustrated. Finally, the results of the design activity are presented 
and discussed in relation to the original objectives of end users’ inclusion and involvement. 

2. Cultural Tourism and Virtual Tours 

2.1. Cultural Tourism in the Local Context 

The importance of cultural tourism in the economic and occupational development of territories 
and the key role of the local administrations have long emerged at the community and national level. 
From the pronouncements of the European Economic and Social Committee in 2007 to the National 
Strategic Framework 2007-2013, earmarking considerable financial resources for the creation of 
tourism products in less competitive regions, up to the “2007 Draft Law on support measures for the 
promotion of small municipalities” [3], this awareness was clearly readable.  

Moreover, the economic courses undertaken by many administrations testify to a strong 
awakening of local identities [4]. 

In general, the strengthening of the powers delegated by the regions to the municipalities in the 
tourist economy and above all the recognition, in all the regional laws, of their strategic contribution 
in the promotion of integrated tourist offers and in the creation of public–private cooperation 
networks, together with the performance of supervisory and control functions on tour operators, 
facilities and travel agencies, represent extremely promising preconditions. 

However, already with the Framework Law n.135/2001 and the establishment of “Sistemi 
Turistici Locali” (the main governance instrument for local tourist development, gathering local 
bodies, private operators and other public entities), the goal of developing the tourist offering has led 

Figure 1. Virtual touring section overview: multimedia objects of museums in the map could be viewed
in the map itself through their preview images and the associated applications (virtual tour, 3D model
viewer, image viewer); it is also possible to access directly the virtual tour and the 3D model viewer
through their own URL.

Our Institute is currently committed in the development of the “Virtual Touring” section of the
ICT platform, illustrated in the result paragraph; Technosoft and System Project are developing the
“Social Touring” section and will develop the user-testing phase.

The article focuses on the design stage for the setting out of an innovative virtual tour interface;
in the following section, the study context is introduced and the importance and strategic role that
cultural tourism and dedicated tools play for the region are described. Then, the objectives, materials
and methods for the design task are illustrated. Finally, the results of the design activity are presented
and discussed in relation to the original objectives of end users’ inclusion and involvement.

2. Cultural Tourism and Virtual Tours

2.1. Cultural Tourism in the Local Context

The importance of cultural tourism in the economic and occupational development of territories
and the key role of the local administrations have long emerged at the community and national level.
From the pronouncements of the European Economic and Social Committee in 2007 to the National
Strategic Framework 2007–2013, earmarking considerable financial resources for the creation of tourism
products in less competitive regions, up to the “2007 Draft Law on support measures for the promotion
of small municipalities” [3], this awareness was clearly readable.

Moreover, the economic courses undertaken by many administrations testify to a strong awakening
of local identities [4].

In general, the strengthening of the powers delegated by the regions to the municipalities in the
tourist economy and above all the recognition, in all the regional laws, of their strategic contribution in
the promotion of integrated tourist offers and in the creation of public–private cooperation networks,
together with the performance of supervisory and control functions on tour operators, facilities and
travel agencies, represent extremely promising preconditions.
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However, already with the Framework Law n.135/2001 and the establishment of “Sistemi Turistici
Locali” (the main governance instrument for local tourist development, gathering local bodies, private
operators and other public entities), the goal of developing the tourist offering has led to the outlining
of a new role for small municipalities as protagonists, triggering the culture of ‘local governance’
of processes and preparing the ground for virtuous relationships between new public and private
subjects, often with small dimensions and great motivations. Municipalities are therefore called upon
to play the major part in composite partnerships in the framework of initiatives that can be funded at
the regional and EU level.

The repercussions of the recent economic crisis have subsequently led to a reduction in the
endowments for heritage protection and enhancement programs, and prospects of unification of
small municipalities may result in a limitation to concrete actions at the local level. In this scenario,
the opportunities to support the socio-economic and occupational development and the competitive
growth of the territory through the participation in cross-border cooperation programs and the
rewarding of ‘good practices’—especially if incentive initiatives at national level are lacking or
suspended—are therefore increasingly vital.

Their loss would represent a very serious waste, especially in the Apulian context. Here, alongside
the strengthening of municipal competences, an active and ‘strong’ role of the regional administration,
in particular through the Puglia Promo Agency, can represent, in terms of coordination and stimulus,
a further guarantee of success for individual initiatives, in synergy with the significant commitment
of ANCI, the National Association of Municipalities (see the many initiatives such as “Res Tipica
Association”, “Salvalarte”, “Orange Flag”, and “Small Great Italy”). In other words, all the conditions
exist for the creation of winning integrated tourism offers and truly effective network systems.

These new responsibilities require, among other things, entrepreneurial projects that can
involve private and public actors, virtuous networks with the main stakeholders in the field of
territorial promotion (Local Development Agencies, Tourist Promotion Utilities, Pro Loco institutions),
tourist service systems (information, reception and support), as well as innovative fruition models and
the ability to build and communicate the image of places.

It is, therefore, essential for local authorities to address these opportunities with a technological
equipment that can facilitate the reduction of investment costs with simple, low-cost, effective and
easy-to-manage solutions. The awareness of their own cultural heritage, expressed through effective
actions of enhancement and communication, puts local administrations in a potentially winning
position, since visibly able to act also as “drivers” for their overseas counterparts, less equipped and
skilled in the field.

Among the means made available by the ICT sector, one of the most effective solutions for
communicating environmental and cultural resources is the virtual reproduction and use of scenes and
sites through virtual tours, a technology with considerable social value.

One of its many outcomes, for example, is the possibility to enrich educational activities and
applications for special-needs users of tourist services, through the delivery of useful descriptive
information on all relevant details such as door measurements, the dimensions of physical objects,
and the available services, based on virtual explorations with multimedia contents such as photos
and videos.

2.2. The Virtual Tour Technology

The term “Virtual tour” is used often to identify multimedia products containing descriptions,
floor plans, photo and video galleries or even just videos, as for example the “Access the virtual tour”
entry in the “Virtual tour” page of the municipality of Asti [5].

The virtual tour is, instead, made up of one or more “immersive photos”—photographic
reconstructions of a scene that the user, virtually placed at its center, can explore in all directions with
the aid of the mouse, also performing enlargement and reduction functions. The sensation experienced
is comparable to the normal experience of “looking around” when being in a given physical place.
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The production of a virtual tour therefore requires the representation of the real scene (spatial)
through a flat image; usually the software that reproduces the space scene uses an equirectangular
format of the image—height/width ratio equal to 1/2. This image can be constructed by “stitching” a
series of photographs taken by a camera mounted on a “panoramic head”, making different acquisitions
with different angles.

There are many excellent packages for this purpose as Kuula, HoloBuilder, Cupix, Tourweaver 7,
Arcsoft Panorama Maker, PTGUI, 3Dvista, Virtual Tour Suite, Tourwizard, Virtualtour Easy, Panotour,
3DVista Virtual Tour, Capterra [6].

Google Street View is, for example, an online application that use immersive photos produced
using a camera mounted on a vehicle—Dodeca 2369 is the commonly used camera, which takes
11 images at time, producing equirectangular images with a 13,312 × 6656 pixel resolution [7].

This is a time-consuming process both in the shooting and in the processing phase; sometimes the
results are not satisfactory (due, for example, to differences in the exposures of contiguous frames) and
it is, therefore, necessary to repeat the shots with further commitment of resources.

Nowadays it is possible to use cameras with two or more integrated fish-eyes lenses that produce
directly equirectangular images (Figure 2a) that can be used immediately to create virtual tours
(Figure 2b), but also 360◦ videos that can be uploaded on YouTube and Facebook.
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Figure 2. Exteriors of the church of San Felice (“Casale di Balsignano”): (a) Equirectangular image
built via firmware using the two lenses Ricoh Teta S camera; (b) Virtual tour scene based on the
aforementioned equirectangular image.

The results are immediately visible in a connected smartphone and therefore the shooting can be
performed again and immediately, if the result is not satisfactory [8].

These cameras are handy, low in price, and provide a graphic quality suitable for applications in
the tourism sector [9].

Despite the importance of tools based on virtual tour technology and its increasing production,
applications are not yet taking full advantage of its potentialities; moreover, there seem to be few
studies available to evaluate UI and user experience issues, as reported in the next paragraph.

In the Virtual Environment field, however, “there are no interface standards and not even a good
understanding of the usability of various interface types”; furthermore, the user target evaluating
an application in a virtual environment may not be known or well understood and, if research staff

participate in it, the results may be biased [10].
The most widely applied methodologies are those based on experts and those based on users,

as we will see in the next paragraph. The former are economical and efficient, but only the latter can
provide robust information about the interface.

Unfortunately, users cannot tell you everything you might want to know; moreover, part of
what they will tell you is useless: for various reasons, users are often unable to provide a reasonable
explanation for what happened or why they acted a certain way [11].
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3. Related Works

A first study [12] on four virtual tours with similar functionalities (use of interactive floor plans and
built-in hotspots to navigate with; additional information relevant to the user’s position) but different
sizes (over 40 nodes—Sydney Opera House and Questacon Science Center; under 7 nodes—Wroxton
Abbey and Richard Strauss House) was done involving twelve unspecified people.

Two qualitative methods (TAP—Think-Aloud Protocol and Jakob Nielsen’s usability Heuristic
Evaluation) were used, and usability issues were grouped into four categories:

• Functionality: difficult interaction with objects; limited freedom of movement; lack of distinct
functions between novice and experienced users.

• Interaction: difficulty in navigation and in determining the position; limited use of navigation aids.
• Appearance: image quality; location and size of hotspots.
• Comments: to be able to view objects in greater detail and to move through the shooting points as

if they were walking.

The conclusion of the study, not fully supported by images of the virtual tours examined, stated
that the TAP was more convenient, and that the investigation resulted in new design guidelines,
without specifying them.

In another study [13], 15 people (graduate students from positive sciences or engineering
department) participated in a usability evaluation test of the Isparta Museum Virtual Tour (Figure 3a),
organized in two phases.
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Figure 3. Isparta Museum Virtual Tour. (a) The interface shows a floor plan window on the left and a
viewing window on the right; pull-down menu described in [13] seems absent; (b) the new interface
version available nowadays [14] seems not to adopt usability assessment suggestions; moreover,
the floor plan and the hotspots on the artifacts have been canceled.

First, they were invited to freely discover the virtual tour tools and functions; later they were
asked to find information about specific artworks, available as follows:

• By clicking on a hotspot placed on the artwork.
• Reading the information in a textbox.
• Listening to an audio track available on request.

Three navigation functions are available for the user: (1) clicking on arrows in the viewing windows
to change the scene; (2) clicking a scene in the floor plan; (3) select a scene from a pull-down menu.

Additional properties provided are: (1) textbox with information about a Museum section;
(2) audio information (spoken form of the text in the textbox); (3) hotspot on artworks, opening a new
window with detailed artwork information; (4) help page; (5) zoom in/out; (6) changing view direction;
(7) viewed direction and angle of field of view (FOV) shown on the floor plan.
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The usability assessment was performed using the TAP method and eye-tracking data. Some test
results are shown in Table 1.

Suggested improvements were: (a) to enhance the navigation using a 3D view of the building;
(b) to use the same content for text and audio; (c) to use a larger viewing window; (d) to highlight the
clickable scene in the floor plan; and (e) to offer help at the beginning.

The virtual tour available nowadays seems to not adopt these suggestions; moreover, the floor
plan and the hotspots on the artifacts have been canceled (Figure 3b).

Table 1. Usability assessment results.

Navigation Options

Function

Effectiveness of the Navigation

Not
Recognized

Recognized
but Not

Used
Seldom Used Frequently

Used
Not

Needed

Can be
Used

Seldom
Effective

3 0 2 10 Floor map 0 0 15

0 1 6 8
Arrows in
viewing
window

5 4 6

0 5 9 1 Pull-down
menu 4 11 0

More recently, a study aimed at establishing which information allows the virtual tour user
to feel as if they were actually in the real environment—therefore increasing effectiveness and
usability—was conducted with the involvement of 20 universities, local and foreign [15], using the
interview method. The results can be summarized as follows: (a) menu easy to find and not complicated;
(b) navigation easy to access and use; (c) interaction using floor plan with hotspot; (d) availability of a
tour guide avatar and audio help; (e) compatibility with both desktop and mobile.

Later, a set of 16 Italian museums’ virtual tours were tested using a combination of two multi-criteria
decision making theories, involving as evaluators four researcher skilled in Virtual Reality, pattern
recognition, software engineering and cultural heritage conservation, who had been suitably trained
in advance [16]. The criteria adopted fell into four categories: VR experience, presence perception,
navigation and learning aspects, usually adopted for virtual environments. For example, the navigation
rules to be evaluated were:

• Faithful viewpoints (Fv): the naturalness of change between viewpoints.
• Navigation and orientation support (No): naturalness in orientation and navigation (Is it clear

where they are and how they return?).
• Clear entry and exit points (Ce): clearness of entry and exit points.
• Consistent departures (Cd): consistency of departure actions.

The linguistic evaluation parameters were: ‘Low’ (used in 32% of all rates), ‘Medium’, ‘High’
and ‘Very High’. Most of the virtual tours showed a medium-low naturalness of the change between
nodes. Additional problems identified concern: (a) navigation functionalities; (b) interactivity with
exhibitions; (c) communicating information methods. The result was a virtual tour ranking list.

Finally, a recently developed campus virtual tour [17] was evaluated by five experts, university IT
professors with a great deal of experience (10–15 years), using five criteria (system status visibility;
match with the real world; user control and freedom; consistency and standard; flexibility and
minimalist design; help and documentation; error control), rating it on the basis of a 5-point Likert
Scale—Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5).

For each usability criterion, there was more than one question. For example, in system status
visibility: (1) Has each screen a descriptive title? (2) Is it clear where to go from current location?
(3) Is there a match between the given information and those requested? The score was higher than 4.0
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for all the criteria, Moreover, the heuristic evaluation allowed experts to give comments for improving
the virtual tour.

The score was greater than 4.0 for all criteria except for the error control criteria, probably due
to the fact that the app does not display error messages. Among the requests for improvements was
the addition of a 2D map to the homepage so users could refer to it to visualize the buildings exact
locations. Virtual tour images in the article seems not giving adequate support to the exposed aspects.

The above studies show the need to give experts specific samples of virtual tour issues to avoid
aspects deemed important being overlooked; leaving experts the freedom to view and compare different
virtual tours could lead to difficulties in highlighting the same functionality in different interfaces.
Moreover, user comments and suggestions give useful information about the specific features to be
taken into consideration in testing phase. Finally, it is necessary to highlight the changes in the interface
occurring because of the user testing, going beyond the simple presentation of issues.

In addition to the above studies, observation on techniques used in several virtual tours available
through the Internet has also been made; taking into account that the several interfaces being used in
the industry propose quite similar solutions [18], the virtual tour interface overview was delimited to
our country focusing on how the functions have been applied.

4. Virtual Tour Interfaces in Italy

Italy is the seventh biggest country in the world for the development of virtual tours; the
technology of spherical photos made to create virtual tours is rapidly moving towards the business
sector, and particularly local operators interested in showing users virtual previews [19].

Virtual tours have long been featured on the official website of the main public institution for Italian
tourism (Agenzia Nazionale per il Turismo), with an interface that is not immediately understandable
and is sometimes outdated.

Now, the interface presents problems that hinders both the consultation of the virtual tour (only
using Firefox browser) and its location on the map, as in Figure 4, for “Piazza Maggiore” [20].

At the regional level, the Department of Tourism, Sports and Entertainment of the Sicily Regional
Administration, within the tourist districts [21], acknowledges virtual tours as a function of support
for the knowledge of cultural and environmental resources.

Despite the good premises in terms of acknowledgment and at the development level,
this technology is not widely present on the websites of local public administrations, if we exclude the
cases of products developed by private parties and recalled merely for advertising purposes. In fact,
the Italian County Towns using virtual tours are:

• Isernia (Figure A1)—12 points of interest [22]
• Massa (Figure A2)—Martana air-raid shelter [23]
• Milan (Figure A3)—Historic center [24]
• Ragusa (Figure A4)—16 points of interest [25]
• Reggio Calabria (Figure A5)—5 points of interest [26]
• Sassari (Figure A6)—City Palace [27]
• Syracuse (Figure A7)—Historical center and archaeological zone [28], developed by our

Institute [29]

Among the Italian museums, the virtual tour interface (Figure A8) created for the “Union of
Italian Jewish Communities” [30] is interesting with respect to several features:

• The presence of a gallery of the objects in the collection; clicking on one of the objects opens the
scene of the virtual tour in which it is present, precisely focused on the selected object

• The possibility of sharing the page on social media
• The presence of virtual tours in different areas of the city, as shown on the map
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Another interesting example is the Regional Archaeological Museum of Aosta [31], not only for
the interface of the virtual tour (Figure A9), but, much more, for the presence of connection hotspots to
two types of applications that allow differentiated views based on the nature of the object:

• Rotation on a vertical axis for three-dimensional objects
• Enlargement for two-dimensional objects

ITC-CNR recently realized a virtual tour for the Museum of Grottaglie (County of Taranto) with
views from the ground and from a drone [32]. As for the Regional Museum of Aosta, the virtual tour
presents hotspots connecting three-dimensional objects that rotate on a vertical axis (Figure A10) with
related information; the objects can be enlarged to full screen with a considerable level of detail.

5. The Design Study for the Museum of Altamura: Materials and Method

In the context described above, the Vi.S.T.A. Project has its main interlocutor in the Regional
Directorate of Apulia Museums, within the frame of the Italian Ministry for Cultural Heritage and
Activities and Tourism (MiBACT), through a team from the Archaeological museum of Altamura,
acting as expert. The Directorate is committed in the management, at the regional level, of a conspicuous
heritage of artistic and historic value, with a variegated wealth of cultural legacies. The method
adopted for the design of the new tool for the virtual fruition of the Directorate’s assets involved
experts in a first phase and users in a second phase.

The materials used as “starting data” for expert evaluation are represented by a report (based on
the related work findings, the analysis of the virtual tour interfaces developed in Italy, and the analysis
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of the existing virtual tour for the same museum (assumed to be the starting point for a straightforward
readability of points of weaknesses in its resource promotion) with functions table, samples catalog
and a questionnaire [33]. A first version of the Museum Virtual Tour was developed, based on the
expert selections and interviews as well as the museum survey (Figure 5), giving users only a refined
application to avoid them getting confused. In a second phase, which will be taken care of by the
project leader, not yet started due to Covid19 restrictions, 120 representatives of all the identified
stakeholders will be involved in the experimentation stage for testing of the first version of the virtual
tour developed according the expert evaluation.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 29 
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5.1. The Design Method for the New Tool

The Vi.S.T.A. Project is based on the development of a design cooperation approach aimed at
intersecting the real needs and preferences of those who will benefit from the developed technology.
Such an approach allows actions to be oriented towards the realization of custom tailored, user-oriented
services. Activities are then centered on the final user and enabling technologies, paying special
attention to the definition of the reference frame of variegated users’ exigencies and to the exploitation
of open-source potentialities. The user engagement pattern of the Vi.S.T.A. Project follows the Business
Community model and considers partnerships involvement through a dedicated staff from the Museum
acting as experts (in the field of cultural resource communication) in the first phase, which this article
focuses on, and through different stakeholders acting as users in a second phase, which will be
addressed later and managed by Technosoft and System Project. At the same time, the project
partnership will activate dedicated social media pages in order to rely on an ongoing exchange of ideas
and allow for communication of further needs.

5.2. The Case Study

The cultural sites and assets entrusted to the management of the Puglia Regional Museum Directorate
consist of 13 reference buildings and/or complexes, distributed across the Counties of the region:

• Antiquarium and archaeological site of Canne della Battaglia, Barletta (County of
Barletta-Andria-Trani)

• “Castel del Monte” (castle), Andria (County of Barletta-Andria-Trani)
• Angevin castle, Copertino (County of Lecce)
• Suevian castle, Bari
• Suevian castle, Trani (County of Barletta-Andria-Trani)
• Cloister of the Monastery of St. Domenico, Taranto
• “Girolamo e Rosaria Devanna” National Gallery of Apulia, Bitonto (County of Bari)
• National Archaeological Museum, Gioia del Colle (County of Bari)
• National Archaeological Museum and archaeological site of Egnazia, Fasano (County of Brindisi)
• National Archaeological Museum, Altamura (County of Bari)
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• National Archaeological Museum, Manfredonia (County of Foggia)
• “Jatta” National Museum, Ruvo di Puglia (County of Bari)
• “Sinesi” Palace, Canosa di Puglia (County of Barletta-Andria-Trani)

Among these, the National Archaeological Museum of Altamura was selected as the pilot case
for the development of the virtual tour with 3D models, due to specific exigencies expressed by
the Directorate. The National Archaeological Museum of Altamura was employed with the aim of
gathering the many archaeological findings of the whole territory, from prehistory to the Middle Ages.
The exhibit represents the populating process of the Alta Murgia area and forms a synthesis of the
Peucetian civilization across the inland up to the borders between Apulia and Basilicata regions.

During a series of excavation campaigns, since the early post-war period and during the years
of reconstruction, exactly in the area that hosts the Museum today, a segment of Peucetian built-up
fabric came to light. The museum building was officially inaugurated in 1993, in concurrence with
some important findings of the nineties, such as the Neanderthal skeleton of the “Man of Altamura”,
brought to light in a karstic cavern, and a paleontological site with dinosaur footsteps within a quarry,
representing further attractors of public interest. The structure where the museum collection can
be visited today dates back to the end of 1960, when the two-story building was built close to the
historic center of the town. Inaugurated in 2017, the current setting is articulated through a multimedia
itinerary with a didactic slant. On the first floor, the exhibit is dedicated to the different civilizations
that followed one another in the Alta Murgia area, from pre- and proto-history up to late antiquity,
with objects from residential settlements and necropolis of the surroundings. The second floor is totally
dedicated to the European Paleolithic age, with specific deepening on central-southern Italy. A wide
area hosts the exhibition “Prehistory of food. At the origins of bread”, originating from the willingness
to recreate the strong connection with the agricultural vocation of the territory.

5.3. The Existing Virtual Tour of the National Archaeological Altamura Museum

After the selection of the case study, the starting phase of the design process consisted of the
analysis of a virtual tour previously developed for the museum, no longer available online. The interface
was examined in order to gain a better knowledge of existing lacks and improvement potential for
developing the new version. The virtual tour, developed in 2012, is organized into eight main scenes,
corresponding to the sections of the museum (Figure 6):

• One on the ground floor (1. “Entrance”)
• Five on the first floor (4. “First Floor Entry”; 5. “Prehistory/First Plan”; 6. “Archaic Age/First

Floor”; 7. “Classical-Hellenistic Age/Plan”; 8. “Prehistory of Food”)
• Two on the second floor (2. “Paleolithic/2nd floor”; 3. “Man of Altamura”)

The tour also contains six information windows about the scenes: “The museum”; “The Man of
Altamura”; “Prehistory of food”; “Prehistory”; “Archaic Age”; “Classical Hellenistic Age”.

The information windows can be opened at the center of the interface by clicking on a hotspot
represented in the scenes by a large red circle with the word “Intro”; they are closed by clicking on the
red “X” character placed at the end of the text. In some cases, this character is placed on the edge of the
window, or outside.

The hotspots are labeled only for two sections (“Museum of Altamura” and “The Origin of Food");
moreover, the text in the label is not the title in the information window.

Four ways are provided to navigate among the sections:

• By clicking on a point of interest represented in the floor plans through a white circle with a red
dot in the center (Figure 7-1).

• By clicking on an “arrow” hotspot (a small red circle with a centered white arrow), usually labeled
with the name of the section that will be opened (Figure 7-2).
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• By selecting the title of a museum section from the drop-down menu (Figure 7-3); when the
drop-down menu is closed, the title of the section is displayed.

• By clicking on one of the equirectangular image of the scenes in a window (Figure 7-4).
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Within the museum’s virtual tour, it was possible to observe areas of improvement and formulate
possible solutions as follows:

• The floor plans and scenes preview windows have different kinds of interaction; solution: unify
the methods of interaction, using the “tab” to open/close the window as for the scenes preview

• The scene preview uses equirectangular photos with strong distortions; solution: use a screenshot
of the virtual tour in the initial frame

• The hotspots in the floor plans have no labels to identify their linked scene; solution: label them
with the name of the scene, like in the “arrow” hotspots

• The label of link 1-2 is incorrect; solution: update
• labels in “arrow” hotspots correspond to scene names only for links 2-3; 5-4; 8-4; 4-8; solution: use

the same criteria for all hotspots
• Labels are not always defined (links 6-7 and 7-4); the title of the connected scene must be assigned

to the “arrow” hotspot label
• The links 2-1 and 4-2 are not bi-directional; solution: provide a return between scenes

physically connected
• The link 4-7 between scenes physically connected is missing; solution: add
• “Intro” hotspots are present at opening the initial scene (“Home”) and scenes 1, 2 and 8; instead,

it is necessary to navigate to find it in scenes 5, 6 and 7; solution: display the "Intro" hotspot at
opening the scene to give user information promptly

• Not all “Intro” hotspots have a label; solution: assign the title of the information window to the
“Intro” hotspot label
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• The label of the “Intro” hotspots and the title of its information window do not match; solution:
match label and title

• The hotspot of the entrance scene of the ground floor is located on the first-floor plan; solution:
display hotspot in the proper floor plan

• The use of the uppercase character in the titles of the scenes together with the textual indication of
the plan saturates the available space; solution: use texts in lowercase and replace texts indicating
the plan with numbers (e.g., floor 1 instead of first floor)

• Not all titles indicate the plan; solution: include always the floor plan in the title to allow users a
better orientation

• The entrance on the ground floor is linked to a scene located on the second floor; solution: provide
links between scenes physically connected, or use a different hotspot type to “jump” to scenes not
physically connected

• The credits window is displayed only at the beginning of the virtual tour; solution: provide a
“Credits” button in the command bar

• Information on the artifacts of the collections is not available; solution: provide information about
the most important pieces of the collection.
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5.4. The Functional Analysis

After the recognition of the virtual tours interface in Italy (Section 4) and taking into account the
issues in the related works section (Section 3), a comparative table with the functions implemented
was built (Table 2).
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Table 2. Functions in virtual tour interfaces in county towns and in a selection of museums.

Functions Isernia Massa Milano Ragusa Reggio Calabria Sassari Siracusa Museum of
Bologna

Museum of
Aosta

Museum of
Grottaglie

Museum
of

Altamura

01 360◦ display X X X X X X X X X X

02 3D object info X

03 3D objects X X

04 Directional arrows for navigation M X X X X X X M X M

05 English version X

06 Floor Plan with nodes X X X X X

07 Full screen view X X X X X X X

08 Home (first scene) X X X

09 Hotspot hide/show X

10 Increase/decrease the view X X X X X X X X M X

11 Logo X X X X X X

12 Map X

13 Navigational command bar hide/show X X

14 Object gallery X E X

15 Object info E X X X X

17 Scenes gallery - equirectangular E X X X

18 Scenes gallery - image E X X

19 Scene info X X X

20 Scenes link X X X X X X X

21 Scenes list X X

22 Scene rotation X X X X X X

23 Scene title X X

24 Stereoscopic view X

25 User guide X X X X

Additional sw requested yes yes no yes yes yes no no yes no no

E: Function external to the virtual tour; M: function provided using the mouse; X: function available
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The examination of the case studies reveals that there is no standard in the types of available
functions; moreover, the interface developed by our Institute already for the case studies of Siracusa
and Grottaglie is more articulated, as shown in Table 2.

The use of scene previews is theoretically very useful for having an overall idea and being able to
properly select a scene.

However, the software uses equirectangular images, which, although essential for producing
the virtual tour, provide a poorly understood representation of the scene in question, being a flat
representation of a spatial environment.

Therefore, previews using scene photos should be preferred, which would, however, require
additional work, without providing a substantial help to users.

The Archeological Museum of Altamura then received the aforementioned report [33],
including the data in Appendix A and a catalog with a sample (Figure 8) of the virtual tour
functions reported in Table 2 in order to select the most suitable function needed, giving suggestions
where needed.
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Their staff, already involved in the creation of the existing museum virtual tour, offered their
knowledge about the museum’s context and requirements, as well as about the visitors’ needs by
filling in the questionnaire with the list of functions (Figure 9).
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6. Results

The virtual touring section, as previously mentioned, has three components: an interactive map
of the Regional Directorate of Apulia Museums, a virtual tour of the National Archaeological Altamura
Museum and 3D models viewer of its main artifacts.

6.1. The Multimedia Interactive Map

The multimedia interactive map of the Regional Directorate of Apulia Museums contains
information about their 13 resource sites (reference buildings and/or complexes) and their collections
in the form of multimedia objects such as images, video, webpages, virtual tours, 3D models. The map
was built using an authoring system developed at our Institute [34] and has three main components:
‘menu’, ‘callout’ and ‘sidebar’ (Figure 10). Usually in web applications, a tap into an image produces
its view in a larger window or a launch of an application; moreover, on mobile platforms it is possible
to locate previously geotagged images on Google Maps.

These functionalities were grouped and extended, giving our work a unique feature: the connection
among multimedia objects’ preview images and the places they refer to on the map. Users can select
one of the resources not only by navigating on the map or using the multifunction sidebar (Figure 10-3),
but also by interacting with multimedia previews which could be examined through three functions
available both in the menu (Figure 10-1) for all the resources, and in the callout (Figure 10-2) for the
selected resource: ‘Gallery’, ‘Table’ and ‘Tile’.

The function ‘Tile’ in the menu opens a window showing the image previews of multimedia object
pertaining all the resources (Figure 11); with a mouse over an image preview, two function buttons appear:

• A link button to the pertaining application (in the example, the virtual tour of the of the National
Archaeological Altamura Museum);

• A locate button zooming in on the map to the resource which the multimedia objects refer to.
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Figure 11. Multimedia interactive map of the Puglia Regional Museum Directorate [1]. The function
tiles in the menu open a window showing the image previews of multimedia object pertaining all the
resources. With a mouse over a preview, two function buttons are visualized: (1) Link to the relevant
application (in the example, the virtual tour of the of the National Archaeological Altamura Museum);
(2) Zoom in on the map to the resource the multimedia objects refer to.

Those functions are also available for the multimedia object preview images in the ‘Gallery’
window and for multimedia object items listed in the ‘Table’ window. Better accessibility is achieved
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for the map by visualizing the resources in the map using markers with different shapes, colors
and text. The undoubtedly unconventional markers used in the map respond to the need to be
easily recognized by users: better discrimination means more efficient visual processing and fewer
misinterpretations [35]. It must be considered that the shape is the most important visual variable
(‘Primacy of Shape’ [36]), and the use of text to differentiate symbols—using unique values for at least
one visual variable—is recommended [37], and that a redundant symbolization resulted in subjects
responding more quickly and accurately [38]. Then, our application uses two visual variables (shape
and color) to symbolize the resource category, and a text to identify a subcategory. Therefore, the web
application “Marker Maker” was developed to build markers by selecting a shape among a 36-item
list, choosing the color, and entering up to two characters; a colorblind barrier-free pallet, printable
with similar color on both screen and printers, was adopted [39].

However, the markers, even when they are few, overlap when the zoom level is minimized;
therefore, to make viewing the map easier, when the user zooms out, the overlapped markers are
represented through a “cluster” marker. According to [40], its shape is circular and contains the number
of clustered resources; it has only one color (gray), instead of different colors according to the clustered
quantities, avoiding confusion with the other markers, as in other web-maps [41].

The Sidebar (Figure 10-3) is a powerful and unconventional tool. It seems to be only a map legend
regarding resource categories, allowing users to hide/show in the map all the markers for a category
selected by tapping on the ‘marker button’ on the left (subsequently, its color changes to the grey/default
color, according to its status). However, differently from the legends in the web-maps [42,43], it has
additional features: a search textbox to find resources according to the typed letters, showing the
results in the sidebar; a filter window; a switch to see the resources in alphabetical order (Figure 11);
a display with the number of resources of each category, beside its name. Moreover, tapping on the
category name, a list of resources pertaining to it opens, showing the resource boxes with their info
(image, name and address); tapping on a resource box, the map zooms on it, opening the selected
resource callout.

The callout (Figure 10-2) is itself another powerful tool with not only the aforementioned functions
‘Gallery’, ‘Table’ and ‘Tile’, but also ‘Info’ (a link to a webpage), ‘Destination’ (a link to the google tool
to show the path to reach the resource) and ‘Share’ (to past the link to the resource anywhere).

In addition to the aforementioned functions ‘Gallery’, ‘Table’ and ‘Tile’, the menu (Figure 10-1)
allows users to activate the satellite layer and to show the resource gallery, useful for totem
installations. ‘Best Site’, ‘Print’, ‘Help’ and ‘Info’ functions will be activated in the final version in Italian
language—the English version was cancelled due to the unavailability of official resource descriptions.

6.2. The Virtual Tour with 3D Model Viewer

The virtual tour interface, compliant with the above-mentioned questionnaire, was designed by
the ICT team of our Institute based on the functionalities of Panotour [44], a Graphical User Interface
program for Krpano code.

After an introductory splash screen, users can choose a section to visit (Figure 12a); then a virtual
tour scene is opened according to the section selected (Figure 13), opening a section information
window (Figure 12b). It has a section title, an image carousel of selected artifacts belonging the chosen
section, and a description in written and audio form.

The content of this window changes depending on the section explored; it can be always opened
through a tab on the right of each scene (Figure 13-6).

Navigational arrows allow users to enter a new scene (Figure 13-1), encountering closed hotspot
(Figure 13-3); when a hotspot enters the scene central area, it opens (Figure 13-2), showing the artifact
title, a short description and a link to the artifact information window (Figure 12c).

The artifact window (Figure 12c) shows the artifact title, an area to manipulate its 3D model and a
section with a description in written and audio form; another section with the artifact’s data is being
developed, updating the description area with two tabs (‘description’ and ‘data’).
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A command bar (Figure 13-5) has buttons for home (Figure 12a), hide/show hotspots and arrows,
floorplan show/hide (Figure 12d), map with the museum position show/hide, share the tour, full screen
enter/exit. On the right, a tab (Figure 13-6) opens the Museum Section information window (Figure 12a).
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Figure 13. Virtual tour of the National Archaeological Altamura Museum [2] on desktop: (1) scene
with navigational arrows; (2) artifact hotspot; (3) hotspot not yet opened; (4) floor level; (5) command
bar (6) tab to open the Museum Section information window.

Users can change the building level and understand their position through a window with a 3D
floor plan (Figure 12d) with levels in a pull-down menu and a display node with different shapes:
a high number of nodes was used to maintain visual consistency when moving from one to another.
Therefore, a reverse drop characterizes the nodes opening a scene with artifacts, while a circle was
used for all the other (“consistency”) nodes.
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In the design of this first version, all the functions listed in Table 2 were considered, with the
following clarifications:

• English version (#05). The team is working to add a tab in the artifacts information windows to
use the official English description delivered by the Museum staff.

• Logo (#11). It is displayed in the splash screen: usually it is used to hide the tripod trace in the
bottom of the scene, but it is not needed in our application, because we used a camera with a very
little trace, successfully masked.

• Object gallery (#14). It is displayed as an image carousel in each museum section information
window. Moreover, a new tab will be introduced in the virtual tour, close to the museum section
information window, showing a window with the gallery of 3D models of artifacts, with a search
box. This kind of approach—inside the virtual tour—is more user friendly with respect to those
requiring an interaction between virtual tour and external page with artifacts list.

• Scenes gallery—image (#18). It will no longer be produced due to the lack of a corresponding real
place: the sections of the museum are only partially identified by posters.

• Stereoscopic view (#24). The team is still working on it—a function key in the command bar on
mobiles is already provided.

• User guide (#25). It will be provided at the end of the work; however, a video about this first
virtual tour use has been already developed and will be added to the home page.

The virtual tour’s distinguishing features are:

• An enhanced understanding of the whole content of the museum through the Museum Section
list in the home page.

• An extensive section presentation through their multimedia information windows with a main
artifacts image carousel and artifact descriptions in written and audio form.

• A deeper knowledge of artifacts through their multimedia information windows, which have an
area to manipulate the artifact 3D model, a description in written and audio form, and a data sheet.

• A faster way to locate main artifacts by selecting their location highlighted in the floor plan,
having—moreover—a 3D view.

• A better understanding of the user position thanks to the 3D views of each floor of the building,
labelled in the scene.

• A more natural way to move scene by scene using additional nodes to maintain the visual
consistency when moving from one to another.

• An improved user interaction due to the minimalist command line and due to the information
window organization and position.

Last but not least, the interface has full compatibility on both desktop and mobile devices,
and additional software installation is not required.

This first version of the virtual tour was approved by the Directorate and is included in the “Gran
Virtual Tour. Travel in Heritage” web page of the “MIBACT—Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali
e per il turismo” [45].

6.3. The 3D Models Viewer

According to [46], the environment used to build the 3D models consists of a fixed camera and a
turn-table, rotated in controlled phases. The background has a solid color to facilitate the segmentation
of the real object, which—positioned on the turn-table—was illuminated using a controlled group of
lights. Sets of photographs had both horizontal and vertical offset to have the best overlap possible,
so building a higher quality 3D model, according to [47]; proprietary software called Agisoft PhotoScan
was used for the reconstruction process.

For the 3D model viewer, 3DHOP (3D Heritage Online Presenter) was used (Figure 14): it is an
open-source framework for the creation of interactive web presentations of high-resolution 3D models,
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oriented towards the Cultural Heritage field [48], developed by ISTI—Institute for Information Science
and Technologies “Alessandro Faedo”.
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7. Discussion and Conclusions

In recent years, virtual tour technologies have been proving their potential and their efficacy as
representation and communication tools in several sectors. In the field of cultural heritage promotion,
in particular, such technology presents many potentialities in terms of inclusiveness of a public that is
increasingly shaping up as a “consumer”, than as a “spectator” of cultural resources.

In the first place, just as an instrument for virtual visit, this technology is, in general, able to bring
a wide range of potential users closer to heritage who have, up until now, been excluded from having
a direct and concrete relationship to cultural resources due to their inaccessibility in different respects.

On one hand, the tool makes it possible to overcome physical barriers, related not only to the
incompatibility of their hosting contexts with users’ different abilities (in the first place, mobility
impairments among the elderly as well as young people), but also to the inaccessibility of resources for
different reasons. These may range from the temporary unavailability of collections for restoration
activities to restructuring works in the hosting structures for a specific sensitivity and vulnerability
of objects, or of the context itself, with respect to the physical flows of visitors or to structural
safety problems.

In the system conceived by our Institute, beyond the goal of access to resources, other objectives
were also specifically pursued, such as the enrichment of the communication efficacy and the
customizability of the virtual visit – or experience – of the collections hosted in the museum selected as
pilot case.

As a matter of fact, on one hand, the designed interface proves, when compared to the other tools
examined, much more articulated and rich, thanks to the numerous functionalities—rather infrequent
in the local context—implemented in the system, such as the presence of information about objects,
the visualization of 3D objects, and scene previews.

On the other hand, the information search functionalities, the possibility of visualizing the
interactive map, and the availability of floor plans with the indication of station points, allow potential
users to take advantage of virtual tours both as a substitute and in the planning stage for physical
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visits to the site. In fact, those functionalities support the possibility of defining paths for the visit,
then for a totally customizable knowledge of the resources that is not tied to the linearity of visit routes
predefined by managers and event curators but, rather, developed according to users’ specific interests.

The specific care towards the provision of links among scenes amplifies this possibility and also
allows, together with a livelier visit experience, an appreciable saving of time.

During real visits, as a matter of fact, the possibility of physically returning to specific points
of interest can require a large amount of time, or may even be totally precluded due to the need to
proceed along the paths indicated by the curators or the guides.

Moreover, all of these functionalities exemplify the feature that strongly distinguishes the tool
produced by CNR-ITC in respect to numerous applications, even complex and sophisticated ones,
centered around the concept of a thoroughly and detailed “reconstruction” of a physical reality,
that results in a plain “view” of environments.

The interface designed for the virtual tour allows, on the contrary, a dynamic experience, highly
customizable and, ultimately, strongly enabling, since it transfers to the final users the perception of a
high level of autonomy in the visit.

As a consequence, it distinguishes itself for its greater ability to stimulate attention and interest
towards heritage resources, potentially increasing their “consumption”.

Ultimately, the element that, more than others, marks out the conceived interface is the quite
novel interpretation of the concept of users’ (visitors’ and mangers’) engagement at its basis, meaning
not only with respect to when the development comes to fruition (of the technological tool as well as of
the cultural resources), but above all during its design and delivery phases.

On a technical level, the added value of the work presented, compared to mainstream virtual
tour realizations for museums, lies in the integration of more technological solutions—the virtual
touring platform, the map, the 3D model viewer—in an articulated and flexible system, with two
important implications. In the first place, such a system gives the museum-managing institution
the possibility of focusing adaptably on one or tool or the other, according to users’ needs and to
the peculiar nature of the collection to promote each time and the specific communication strategies
conceived for it. Furthermore, the system can be employed by the Directorate in the management of all
its museums, thus supporting networked strategies and the design of promotion initiatives involving
more structures and sites together.

The map, in particular, is not meant for simply locating the museum for access-related information
on its website (‘Getting here’). Users generally plan their visit to each museum or site by locating its
position in the territory and separately exploring the multimedia contents available on the Internet.
The integration of an interactive multimedia map makes it possible to offer the Directorate a tool that
can be enriched by highlighting possible connections (in terms of physical proximity and of relevance of
contents) in order to support the promotion of resources from within a ‘network’ perspective. This can
facilitate a less episodic and more extensive and lasting experiential relation between heritage and
visitors, where every visited site can inspire users to continue exploration elsewhere and discover
other resources by arousing interest and curiosity.

Actually, in the local context, establishments such as cultural districts and museum networks
embody an enduring incongruence, since the network ‘mode’ is typically limited to the management
of administrative and organizational issues or of structural actions (equipping, infrastructuring) for
cost optimization. A joint definition of interconnected cultural offers among museums is generally
missing, often in favor of competitive strategies at junctures marked by limited public financial support.
Lacking a concrete realization of the connection among locally diffused cultural resources, institutions
often fail in presenting themselves as a real local ‘system’ to the general audience of variegated real
and potential users.

Preliminarily to the starting of the testing phase, an integrated version of the system, with the
functions under development (as mentioned in the ‘Results’ section) will be published, with specific
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reference to the gallery of artifacts, for which 3D models with search and stereoscopic view were
realized by our institute.

The testing phase, carried out by Technosoft and System Project, will also be rather innovative,
since it will involve a variegated sample of stakeholders as potential users, rather than relying
on students or academic staff, as is frequently done (as described in the ‘Related Work’ section).
Stakeholders’ engagement will also address the other tool developed by the project partners, an app for
onsite fruition of museum resources based on Augmented Reality. Our institute is currently committed,
together with the other project partners, to the definition of collection object sheets, based, among other
things, on usability principles, as highlighted in [50].

Throughout the design process, the staff of the Archaeological Museum of Altamura interacted
with the virtual tour interface developers and, on the other hand, potential users will actively contribute
to the system’s refinement through their testing experiences, leading to an outcome that is really the
result of shared preferences and interests.

The underlying expectation is that this sharing and engagement can, in turn, be transferred to the
relation with cultural resources and translate itself also into a similar sense of belonging of heritage
itself to the community, contributing to bring the public closer to the museum and the resources
hosted in it. To this end, the ability of museum managers to fully exploit and take advantage of the
potentialities of the technology to define innovative and attractive cultural offers will prove decisive.
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